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ABSTRACT: Uniformity is an important goal in animal 
breeding, but selection for uniformity is limited to traits 
with standard deviation or variance. The objective was the 
evaluation of Double Hierarchical GLM (DHGLM) as a 
tool to study uniformity of traits with a single observation 
and its application to birth weight (BW) in pigs, treated as 
sow’s observation. DHGLM studies differences between 
animals by analyzing the residual variance of trait and 
estimating its variance components in ASReml. Compari-
son with traditional method using log-transformed vari-
ance of BW was possible, because methods are on the 
same scale and contain same random effects. Both meth-
ods produced highly comparable estimates of variance 
components, EBVs and accuracies of EBVs, and showed 
similar response to selection in BW variation. DHGLM 
has potential to be used to study the uniformity of traits 
with a single observation. 
Keywords: Birth weight variation; Double hierarchical 
GLM; Heterogeneity of variance; Pigs 
 
 

Introduction 
 

Uniformity is an essential goal in animal breed-
ing. It is usually analyzed by use of a trait’s standard 
deviation (SD) or variance, but this limits obtaining 
uniformity to traits recorded on a group of animals or 
when multiple observations per animal are available. 
Yet, many of the production traits have only a single 
observation per animal. This study proposes use of Dou-
ble Hierarchical Generalized Linear Model (DHGLM), 
developed by Rönnegård et al. (2010), to study uniformi-
ty of traits with a single observation.  

 
There is empirical evidence for genetic variance 

in trait’s uniformity. This is caused by heterogeneity of 
the residual variance, which differs among observations 
and has a genetic component (Hill and Mulder (2010)). 
So far, DHGLM applied to the trait with a single obser-
vation was not yet compared with the traditional method. 
Such an evaluation requires a trait that is collected on a 
group as well as on individual level, e.g. birth weight 
(BW) in pigs. Thus the objective of this study was the 
evaluation of DHGLM as a tool to study uniformity of a 
trait with a single observation and to compare it to analy-
sis of the log-transformed variance at litter level. 
 

Materials and Methods 
 

Materials. Data were collected at the nucleus 
farms of TOPIGS Research Institute IPG (Beuningen, 
The Netherlands). Records of BW and within-litter vari-
ance of BW were collected on crossbred litters (n=3,387) 
from mating Landrace x Large White (499 LR♂ x 1,056 
LW♀). BW observations were available for 55,149 pig-

lets, including 5,419 stillborn piglets kept for the analy-
sis. The pedigree contained 7,415 animals over 5 genera-
tions.  
 

Background of methods. This study uses three 
models: two models representing the traditional method 
to study individual BW and within-litter variance of BW 
and one model (Double Hierarchical GLM) studying 
simultaneously individual BW and the residual variance 
of BW. The DHGLM distinguishes two parts in the 
model: the level part, i.e. BW itself, and the variance 
part, i.e. residual variance of BW. In the variance part of 
the model, the response variable is based on the residual 
from the level part of the model.  
 

To enable comparison of both methods on the 
same scale, log-transformed variance of within-litter BW 
is used as a response variable in the traditional method. 
Traditionally the variation of the traits is described as 
SD, but DHGLM uses the residual variance of the trait 
and assumes the exponential model for the variance part, 
which is linear on the log-scale (Felleki et al. (2012)). 
Consequently, both methods yield estimates on the same 
exponential scale. To enable the comparison of the vari-
ance estimates between the methods, models used in this 
study have the same random components. BW is consid-
ered strictly maternal trait, but there is some evidence for 
a direct genetic effect (Roehe (1999)). Including direct 
genetic effect in DHGLM gives biases in estimated vari-
ance components (Mulder et al. (2013)). As an alterna-
tive, the sire genetic effect was included in the model to 
partly account for the direct genetic effect.  
 

Interpretation of genetic variance in residual 
variance of BW. To compare estimates of methods and 
allow the evaluation of DHGLM, this study uses 
measures defined by Mulder et al. (2007) (1 and 3) as 
well as two new measures (2 and 4):  
1) The genetic coefficient of variation at residual vari-
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3) The heritability for residual variance at individual 
piglet level 
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genetic SD in residual variance using the additive 
model (Mulder et al. (2007)), 

4) The heritability of residual variance at litter level 
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The GCV reflects the amount of genetic variance in 
residual variance, in relation to its average value. Thus 
the GCV reflect the prospects for genetic improvement. 
In contrast, heritability is useful to predict the accuracy 
of selection. Low heritability together with high GCV, 
does not indicate poor prospects for genetic improve-
ment, but that large numbers of records are needed to get 
accurate BV. Since both methods are on the same scales, 
the same symbols will be used to describe variance com-
ponents estimates and heritability in the subsequent 
sections of this paper.  
 

Traditional analysis of individual BW.  The 
model for BW included the fixed effects: total number of 
piglets born in the litter, parity of the sow, the birth farm, 
year and season of the piglet, and gender of the piglet; 
and the random effects: maternal genetic, sire genetic, 
permanent sow and litter effects. The model was:  

 
y = Xb + Zad + Zas + Upe + Vc + e, 

 
where y is a vector of observations on BW of piglet; X, 
Z, U, and V are known incidence matrices relating ob-
servations to fixed or random effects; b is a vector of 
fixed effects; ad is a vector of random maternal genetic 
effects, with ad ~ N(0, 2

da
σA ); as is a vector of random 

paternal genetic effects, with as ~ N(0, 2
sa

σA ); pe is a 
vector of random non-genetic effect of the sow, with pe 
~ N(0, 2

pepeσI ); c is a vector of random non-genetic 

common litter effects, with c ~ N(0, 2
ccσI ); e is a vector 

of residuals, with e ~ N(0, 2
eeσI ). In this traditional 

model the residual variance was assumed homogeneous. 
Ic and Ie are identity matrices of the appropriate dimen-
sions, and A is the numerator relationship matrix based 
on pedigree. Maternal and sire genetic effects were as-
sumed to be independent from each other, since they 
originate from two genetically separate lines.  
  

Traditional analysis of within-litter variance 
of BW. The following model was used for the log-
transformed within-litter variance of BW:  

 
yv = Xb + Zam + Zas + Upe + e, 

 
where yv is a vector of log-transformed variance of BW. 
Fixed effects in the model were: parity of the sow, the 
birth farm, year and season of the piglet and frequency 
of males multiplied by frequency of females in the litter 
(freq♂∗freq♀). Using freq♂∗freq♀ accounts for the 
proportion of the sexes in the litter, the potential differ-
ences in piglets BW in males and females and the effect 
the two could have on within-litter variance of BW.  
 

DHGLM analysis of BW. The method devel-
oped by Rönnegård et al. (2010) allows studying the 
residual variance of traits by fitting Double Hierarchical 
GLM in ASReml 2.0 (Gilmour et al. (2006)). Felleki et 
al. (2012) extended DHGLM, which allows fitting biva-
riate model with correlations between the level and re-
sidual part of DHGLM. The DHGLM is then as follows: 
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where y is a vector of observations on BW of piglet and 
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 is the response variable in vari-

ance part of DHGLM; the residuals e are assumed to be 
independent and normally distributed, but with hetero-
geneous variances across the observations; bv is a vector 
of fixed effects on ϕ ; amv is a vector of random mater-
nal genetic effect on ϕ  common to individuals with the 
same mother (maternal genetic effect); asv is a vector of 
random paternal genetic effect on ϕ  common to indi-
viduals with the same sire (sire genetic effect); pev is a 
vector of random non-genetic permanent sow effects 
(sow effect) on ϕ ; cv is a vector of random non-genetic 
common litter effects (litter effect) on ϕ ; and ev is a 
vector of residuals. The method requires a number of 
ASReml runs to estimate all the parameters, because the 
residual variance in the level part of the model depends 
on the variance part of the model and other way around. 
The initial values of residual variance for DHGLM anal-
yses come from the traditional model for individual BW.  
 

Results and discussion 
 

Variance components and heritability. The 
variance estimates for BW variation estimated with tradi-
tional method and with variance part of DHGLM are 
presented in Table 1. The maternal genetic variance 
estimated in both methods was very comparable: 0.038 
in traditional method and 0.036 in DHGLM. Heritability 
of BW variance estimated on the litter level was a little 
higher in the traditional method (0.124) than in DHGLM 
(0.114). Maternal heritability of BW variation on SD 
level is reported between 0.08 and 0.11 (Damgaard et al. 
(2003); Canario et al. (2010)). To express the potential 
response to selection in DHGLM and compare the re-
sults of this study with literature, the most relevant 
measure is the GCVSDe (Table 1). Those estimates indi-
cate that SD of BW in both methods could be decreased 
by maximum of ~10% after one generation of selection, 
which is comparable with the literature. The paternal 
genetic effect had a small contribution to the entire vari-
ance estimated in two methods, indicating that the genet-
ic father effect has a very small contribution to BW 
variation.  
 
Table 1. Variance components (with SE) for log-
transformed within-litter variance of BW (Tradition-
al) and residual variance of individual BW 
(DHGLM). 

Estimate Traditional DHGLM 
2
da

σ  0.038 (0.012) 0.036 (0.010) 

GCVVe
 0.195 0.190 

GCVSDe
 0.098 0.095 

2
sa

σ  0.002 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002) 
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2
cσ  - 0.097 (0.006) 
2
peσ  0.008 (0.010) 0.009 (0.009) 
2
eσ  0.26 (0.008) 1.77 
2
da
h  0.124 (0.04) 0.008 

2
litterad

h  - 0.114 

 
Comparison of methods. The correlation be-

tween EBVs obtained for variation of BW using tradi-
tional method and DHGLM was 0.87. This indicates 
high resemblance of both methods. Comparison of accu-
racies of the EBVs, shows that both methods give com-
parable estimates and moderate accuracies can be 
achieved with ~100 piglets per maternal grandsire (Fig-
ure 1).  

 

 
Figure 1. The accuracy of EBVs estimated for mater-
nal grandsire with traditional method (variance of 
within-litter BW) and DHGLM (residual variance of 
individual BW). 

 
 
Also the three-fold cross-validation, used to 

predict EBVs for variance of BW in the traditional 
method and DHGLM was performed. In each run of 
cross-validation, one of the paternal half-sisters had 
phenotypic observations set to missing. Subsequently, 
the results of the cross-validation were correlated with 
corrected phenotypes, i.e. log-transformed variance of 
BW corrected for fixed effects. The correlations were: 
0.52 (traditional method) and 0.50 (DHGLM). The cor-
relations obtained in the cross-validation for traditional 
method and DHGLM indicate very similar predictability 
of both methods in estimating EBVs for BW variation. 
 

DHGLM in selection.  The response to selec-
tion can be estimated based on SD of BW and GCVSDe 
(Table 1) and assuming that after one generation of se-
lection a maximum change of one genetic standard devi-
ation can be achieved. Thus the maximum change in SD 
of BW (=0.264) could be: decrease to 0.241 or increase 
to 0.287. However, the additive genetic correlation be-
tween two parts of DHGLM (0.62) indicates that with 
the increasing BW of the piglets also the residual vari-
ance of BW is increasing. Consequently, implementing 
the findings of this study to select for lower residual 
variance of BW could result in lowering the BW. There-
fore, to maintain the optimum BW, it is necessary to 
select for both traits simultaneously, i.e. using index 
selection (Mulder et al. (2008)). 

 
Conclusions 

 
As shown, the traditional method and DHGLM 

produced highly comparable estimates of variance com-
ponents, EBVs and accuracies of EBVs, as well as gave 
very similar indication for the potential response to se-
lection in BW variation. Most importantly, DHGLM has 
potential to solve the biggest limitation of the traditional 
method, i.e. to study the uniformity of the traits with a 
single observation.  
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